YOU’RE INVITED!

Join us for an exclusive event for those serious about advancing their practice through CEREC® technology.

- Complimentary two-day course presented by the top CEREC doctors in the US*
- Complete multiple cases from your practice with your CEREC mentor
- Limited seating available to accommodate intimate learning environment

*Event meals and a scheduled shuttle between the recommended hotel and the facility will be provided during your stay for the event.

WHAT IS ACCEPT?

ACCEPT is a program designed to remove the mystery of CAD/CAM integration by engaging dentists who are investigating the technology with a hands-on course that is guided by some of the most experienced and successful CEREC users in the world.

WHY ATTEND?

The ACCEPT program is designed for dental practices that do not own CEREC technology. At CEREC ACCEPT, you have the unique opportunity to interact with your colleagues who have successfully integrated CEREC into their practice which in turn gives you the chance to have your questions answered by some of the most respected CEREC users in the world.

PROGRAM LOCATIONS

CHARLOTTE  SCOTTSDALE

GET INVOLVED TODAY!

Visit www.CERECACCEPT.com to view dates, locations and to request information.
CEREC ACCEPT
Together with CEREC, you reach desired esthetic restoration results quickly and safely – in a single visit.
ACCEPT teaches you about how much is possible with CEREC in your practice.

DAY ONE
Shuttle from hotel | Breakfast | CEREC® Program (includes lunch)
Topics:
• Hands-on image, design and mill
• Clinical applications of CAD/CAM
• Evolution of CAD/CAM technology and research
• The patient experience
ACCEPT reception | Shuttle to hotel | ACCEPT dinner

DAY TWO
Shuttle from hotel | Breakfast | CEREC® Program (includes lunch)
Topics:
• Esthetic enhancement
• Hands-on image, design and mill
• Stain and glaze
• Value implications of CAD/CAM on a dental practice
• Integration
• Single Visit CEREC Zirconia
Shuttle to hotel or airport*

*At the conclusion of Day Two, the ACCEPT program will provide one shuttle to the airport and one to the Host Hotel. Reservations for these shuttles must be made in advance with the ACCEPT Event Team.

* In accordance with the Federal Sunshine Act, the transfer of any value related to this program may be disclosed to the federal government. Program participants who are licensed or maintain a dental practice in CA, CT, MA, MN, NV, VT or the District of Columbia may be ineligible to receive travel accommodations, including hotel (room and tax), meals or reimbursement of any other expenses incurred as a result of attending the program.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THIS AMAZING PROGRAM, VISIT US TODAY AT WWW.CERECACCEPT.COM